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A carer with a buggy, a blind or partially sighted child, a teenager who has 
difficulty processing everyday sensory information, and a mobility scooter user, 
all use our pavements to access our shops, services and businesses. All 
residents should be able to move unhindered along our streets, without having to 
negotiate unnecessary pavement obstructions, such as pavement advertising. 
Unhindered access for all our residents will encourage more use of our shops 
and services and invigorate our town centres, benefitting businesses.  
 
Residents look to us as a Council to change policies, procedures and practices 
that are discriminatory, and to take reasonable steps to enable disabled people 
and others with protected characteristics to avoid substantial disadvantages 
caused by physical features. 
 
Under the Public Sector Equality Duty, public authorities are required to have due 
regard to the need to eliminate discrimination. Not taking action on street 
obstructions may also breach the United Nations Conventions on the Rights of 
Persons with a Disability. 
 
It is not an option to leave things as they are, which is a one page guidance 
document for traders that is not resourced or enforced and which pays scant 
regard to equalities and human rights responsibilities, highways and road traffic 
legislation, planning law and guidance, and ignores our local context including 
our conservation areas. 
 
This Council resolves to: 

 Consult with local charities, voluntary organisations, residents’ groups and 
business representatives to develop policies, procedures and practices with 
respect to (i) pavement advertising and (ii) street and café furniture, to 
eliminate unlawful discrimination against residents with protected 
characteristics. 

 Develop, working cross party, a street charter by no later than 31 December 
2020, 15 January 2021 that puts a ‘clear highway’ policy at the heart of 
decision-making and specifically addresses each of the above two areas of 
street obstruction.  

 Develop, working cross party, policies, practices and procedures, that are 
resourced and enforced, no later than 31 March 2021 that specifically address 
the above two areas of street obstruction. 

 Implement and monitor the adopted policies, procedures and practices from 1 
April 2021, report on their successes or failures on an annual basis, and make 
improvements. 

 


